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On the Nonmonotonicity of ( |Im(zn) |)
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We show that the sequence ( |Im(zn)| ) is never monotone when z is a non-real
complex number, and ( |Re(zn)| ) is never monotone, unless z=rei?%, where %=k�m
for some odd m, and r is sufficiently large or sufficiently small. Similar results hold
for the length of the projection of zn onto any line through the origin. � 1999
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The purpose of this note is to prove a simple, amusing and apparently
new application of some familiar number theory. The most interesting
special case is the following: if z is a non-real complex number, then the
sequence ( |Im(zn)| ) is not monotone; in fact, it increases and decreases
infinitely often. This oscillation contrasts with the familiar fact that ( |xn| )
is monotone for real x.

Recall that if l; denotes the line in C through the origin with angle ;
to the real axis, then the distance from a point w to l; is equal to
|Im(e&i?;w)|. This distance is |Im(w)| when ;=0 and |Re(w)| when ;= 1

2 .

Theorem. Let z=a+bi=rei?% be a non-real complex number (b{0),
and let u(n)=|Im(e&i?;zn)|=|rn sin ?(n%&;)|. Then the sequence (u(n))
increases and decreases infinitely often (indeed, each event occurs with
positive probability), unless the following conditions are met: %=k�m,
gcd(k, m)=1, m; � Z and r is sufficiently large or sufficiently small. In these
cases (u(n)) is monotone increasing or monotone decreasing.

Proof. Note first that u(n)=0 if and only if n%&; # Z; under our
hypotheses, % � Z, so (n\1) %&; � Z, hence u(n\1)>0.
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If u(n)>0, then, since a=r cos ?% and b=r sin ?%,

u(n+1)
u(n)

=
|rn+1 sin ?((n+1) %&;)|

|rn sin ?(n%&;)|

=r |cos ?%+sin ?% cot ?(n%&;)|

=|b| } } ab+cot ?(n%&;)}
=|b| } |cot ?(n%&;)&cot(&?%)|. (1)

We conclude that u(n+1)<u(n) (resp. u(n+1)>u(n)) if and only if

} cot ?(n%&;)+
a
b }< } 1b } \resp. } cot ?(n%&;)+

a
b }> }1b }+ . (2)

Since the function f (x)=cot(?x) is periodic with period 1, we can write
these implications in terms of [n%&;], the fractional part of n%&;, and
the inverse cotangent, taken with range (0, ?). Define s>0 and t<1 by

s=
1
?

cot&1 \&
a
b

+ } 1b }+ , t=
1
?

cot&1 \&
a
b

& } 1b }+ .

Since u(n)>0, we have [n%&;]>0, hence u(n+1)<u(n) if [n%&;] #
(s, t) and u(n+1)>u(n) if [n%&;] # (0, s) _ (t, 1). As noted earlier, if
u(n)=0, then u(n+1)>u(n) and [n%&;]=0. Thus, we have the uncondi-
tional criterion:

u(n+1)<u(n) � [n%&;] # (s, t),
(3)

u(n+1)>u(n) � [n%&;] # [0, s) _ (t, 1).

Let

S&
; (z)=[n�0 : u(n+1)<u(n)];

S+
; (z)=[n�0 : u(n+1)>u(n)].

We now distinguish three cases.
First, if % is irrational, then Weyl's Uniform Distribution Theorem

[1, p. 390] implies that the sequence ([n%&;]) is equidistributed in (0, 1).
Hence,

lim
N � �

|S&
; (z) & [1, ..., N]|

N
=t&s,

lim
N � �

|S+
; (z) & [1, ..., N]|

N
=1&(t&s).

This proves the theorem for irrational %.
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Otherwise, write %=k�m, where gcd(k, m)=1 and, necessarily, m�2.
Observe that [n%&;] can attain one of m possible values:

[&;], { 1
m

&;= , ..., {m&1
m

&;= .

Hence by (3), S&
; (z) and S+

; (z) will each be a union of arithmetic
progressions with step m, and so the limiting densities of S\

; (z) exist. The
remaining question is whether these densities are both positive.

If ;=l�m, let n0 #k&1l (mod m). Then the congruence kn#l (mod m)
will hold on an arithmetic progression of the form n=n0+tm for all
integers t, hence u(n0+tm)=0 and u(n0+tm\1)>0. It follows that n0+
tm&1 # S&

; (z) and n0+tm # S+
; (z) for each integer m. Thus, each of

S&
; (z) and S+

; (z) is infinite and has density �1�m.
Finally, suppose m; � Z. Then m[n%&;] � Z; in particular, [n%&;]{0,

[&%]. It follows that u(n){0 for all n, and cot ?(n%&;){cot ?(&%)=
&a�b. Let

0<d=min
n

[ |cot ?(n%&;)&cot(&?%)|],

D=max
n

[ |cot ?(n%&;)&cot(&?%)|]<�.

Then (u(n)) is monotone decreasing if D < |1�b|��that is, if r <
(D |sin ?%| )&1, and (u(n)) is monotone increasing if d>|1�b|��that is, if
r>(d |sin ?%| )&1. K

Remark 1. The case ;=0 corresponds to u(n)=|Im(zn)|. Since
0 } m # Z, the exceptional case does not occur, and |Im(zn)| is never mono-
tone (unless z is real). Note that, u(0)=0 in this case, so if we extend the
definition of S\

; (z) from N to Z, then &1 # S&
; (z) for all (non-real) z.

Remark 2. The case ;= 1
2 corresponds to u(n)=|Re(zn)|. In this case,

m; � Z if and only if m is odd; that is, if and only if zn can be real but
never imaginary. And ( |Re(zn)| ) can be monotone for non-real z only if
z=rei?k�m for odd m, where r is sufficiently large or sufficiently small. It
is an interesting exercise to show that dD sin2(?k�n)=1 in this case, hence
the transitional values of r are reciprocal. For example, if | is a primitive
cube root of unity and z=r|, then the sequence ( |Re(zn)| ), which begins
1, 1

2r, 1
2r2, r3, 1

2r4, 1
2r5, ..., is increasing if r>2 and decreasing if 0<r< 1

2 .

Remark 3. We have thus far ignored the possibility that u(n)=
u(n+1). If %=k�m, then equality either will never occur, or will do so on
arithmetic progressions of step m. If % � Q, then [n%&;] will achieve
different values for different n and so can equal s and t at most twice.
Thus, the most one can hope for is u(n1)=u(n1+1) and u(n2)=u(n2+1).
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In certain cases, one may even have u(n)=u(n+1)=u(n+2). For example,
if z= 1

2(1+i - 7), then Im(z)=Im(z2)=&Im(z3).

Remark 4. If % is irrational, then there is a natural interpretation for
g(z), the density of S&

; (z). If b>0, then

g(z)= g(a+bi)=t&s=
1
? \cot&1 \a2+b2&1

2b ++=
1
?

arg \z&1
z+1+ .

It is easily seen that this function is the solution to the Dirichlet problem
in the upper half plane with boundary values g(x)=1 if |x|<1 and
g(x)=0 if |x|>1. These conditions may be construed as the probabilities
that |x|n+1<|x| n. (A similar interpretation may be made in the lower half
plane.) It is not hard to show that the random variable Xn=u(n+1)�u(n)
has the following distribution for u>0:

Prob(Xn�u)=
1
? \cot&1 \a2+b2&u2

2bu ++ ,

and it is not hard to show that Xn has infinite expectation.

Remark 5. Florek's generalization of Slater's theorem on gaps (see [3],
especially p. 1118) says that if % is irrational and t&s< 1

2 , and if [n1<n2<
n3< } } } ] is the set of n so that [n%] # (s, t), then there exist two integers
A and B, depending only on % and t&s, so that nk+1&nk # [A, B, A+B].
Since t&s< 1

2 � |z|>1, it follows from (3) that if % is irrational and
|z|>1, then the gaps in successive elements of S&

; (z) can take one of three
values [A, B, A+B], where A and B depend on z, but not on ;.

Remark 6. Niven's theorem [2, p. 41] says that if z=a+bi=rei?%,
where a, b # Q and ab(a2&b2){0, then % is irrational. Thus, the previous
remark applies to z=19+98i=- 9965 ei?%. A calculation shows that
g(19+98i)r(159.73)&1. The first decrease for |Im(19+98i)n| occurs for
n=40:

(19+98i)40
r1.7965_1079&9.1481_1079i;

(19+98i)41
r9.3064_1081+2.2440_1079i.

The first decrease for |Re(19+98i)n| occurs for n=483:

(19+98i)483
r4.2176_10965+7.7468_10964i;

(19+98i)484
r4.2157_10965+4.2804_10967i.
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In fact,

S&
0 (19+98i)=[40, 81, 122, 163, 1172, 1213, 1254, 1295, 1336, ...],

S&
1�2(19+98i)=[483, 524, 565, 606, 647, 688, 729, 770, 811, 1820, ...];

so A=41 and B=1009.
A more careful analysis shows that the gaps in S&

; (19+98i) always con-
sist of blocks of seven or eight ``41'' 's separated either by ``1009'' or ``1050.''
One can precisely compute the probabilities of the various gaps: ``41''
occurs about 87.70 of the time, ``1009'' occurs about 12.10 of the time,
and ``1050'' occurs about once every 686.8 gaps.

Remark 7. Clearly, the underlying density g is continuous, but there
seems to be a very sensitive dependence of S\

; (z) on z. We have
g(19+99i)r(161.26)&1, which is pretty close to g(19+98i). However, the
first declines for |Im(19+99i)n| and |Re(19+99i)n| occur at n=115 and
n=57, instead of n=40 and n=483, as above, and (A, B)=(116, 323),
instead of (41, 1009). We hope to discuss the properties of these gaps in a
future paper.
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